
Researh Results Toshihiro NogiOn holomorphi family or Riemann surfaesA family fSbgb2B of Riemann surfaes over a Riemann surfae B whose Sb dependsholomorphially on b 2 B is alled a holomorphi family of Riemann surfaes over B.For a given holomorphi family, it is a fundamental problem to estimate the number ofholomorphi setions of it. Here, a holomorphi map s from B into fSbgb2B is said to bea holomorphi setion of it if the omposed map of s and the projetion fSbgb2B ! B isthe identity map of B. In general, it is diÆult to estimate the number.In [1℄ and [2℄, we onsider setions of a holomorphi family over B in the ase whereB is a torus with four puntures. Our strategy is to estimate the number of holomorphimaps between tori indued from the family instead of estimating the number of setions.The holomorphi map an be lifted to the universal overings (the omplex plane) of thetori and it has onrete form. By using the form, we an estimate the number of the mapsand then we see that there are at most ten setions of our family.However we an not apply the argument as above to the ase where B is a losedRiemann surfae of genus g = 2. To generalize the argument is the next problem.On the extendibility of the Bers isomorphismBers onstruted the isomorphism ' of the Bers �ber spae F (S) of a losed Riemannsurfae S of genus g(= 2) onto the Teihm�ulller spae T ( _S) of the Riemann surfae_S = S �fâg with one punture. It is alled the Bers isomorphism. Sine F (S) and T ( _S)are represented as bounded domains in C 3g�2 respetively, the topologial boundaries ofthem are naturally de�ned.We have the following problem: Whether the Bers isomorphism ' of F (S) onto T ( _S)has a ontinuous extension to the losure F (S) of F (S) ? Zhang proved that ' annotbe ontinuously extended to F (S) if the dimension of T (S) is greater than zero. Then wehave the next question: Is there a subset of the boundary F (S) � F (S) to whih ' anbe ontinuously extended ?In this researh, instead of ', we take a omposed map ' Æ r : T (S)� U ! T ( _S) of 'and a real analyti map r : T (S)�U ! (U : the upper half plane) and then onsider theabove question. Denote it by b'. Let A � �U be a subset of all points �lling S, where �Uis the boundary of U . By a joint work with H. Miyah (Osaka University), we found thatb' an be ontinuously extended to T (S)� (U [ A ) ! T ( _S)B.


